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Our Wheelchair Friendly Permissive Path Nears Completion
The creation of a wheelchair friendly permissive
footpath leading to and from the new footbridge over
the river upstream of Baylham is nearly complete with a
hopeful opening date planned for this Autumn and an
official grand opening next year.
Constructing the wheelchair friendly path has been a
challenge. With the footbridge platform being 1.5m
higher than the natural path, a 20m long ‘ramp’ up to
and down from the footbridge has been constructed. To
do this we have used wire Gabion cages, filled with
surplus pre-used bricks dumped some 50 years ago at
Baylham, as retaining walls.
A total of 64 Gabions have been installed, and with
around 150 bricks in each, volunteers have cleaned off
the old mortar of over 10,000 bricks in total. As well as
the whole bricks, the piles of dumped bricks also contain
broken bricks and cement mortar, which we have used
to infill the area between the gabion wall.

Footbridge and wheelchair friendly ramp leading
up on the bridge (A14 side).

We have used wooden railway sleepers for the lower
retaining walls. A total of 30, 15 each side have been
installed, starting at 3 high tapering down to just one
high.
Volunteers are now working on the infill between the
gabion and sleeper walls and we then plan to lay an all
weather grass matting on top to help bind and reinforce
the ground, making the ramps less susceptible to wear
and slippage from the impact imposed upon them.
Further work includes upgrading the permissive pathway
with safety fencing, and new and replacement signage.

Construction of one of the last of 64 wire gabions
needed to form the wheelchair friendly ramp up to
the footbridge (railway side).

A number of new information boards will be situated along the permissive path so visitors can explore local
history and heritage and find out more about the Trust. These boards will cover the following topics:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

John Rennie and the construction of the Ipswich to Stowmarket Navigation – his first ever
canal project – and the surviving bridges and locks that are probably the oldest remaining
structures made to his design.
The history of navigation on the River Gipping.
The Baylham footbridge, its construction in 1792 and the Trust’s work to restore it.
The drain brick found at the bottom of the river by the footbridge, now incorporated into the
brick bridge abutment.
The Ordnance Survey Benchmark Brick, also found at the bottom of the river, now
incorporated into the brick abutment.
The Roman fort and settlement at Combretovium, a mini town on the main road north from
Colchester, located to the North of Baylham Mill.
Information about the Trust and its future restoration plans.

So far we have raised and spent £17,500. We have new funds, for which we are most grateful, set aside to
complete the current project. All the work done to date has been achieved solely by volunteers, without any
rental equipment or contract labour.
Over the near two year period
of ‘footbridge’ restoration
work, the total volunteer hours
accumulated is around 8,500
man and woman hours. At
minimum wage rates this
equates to some £85,000,
making a total theoretical
equivalent cost of around
£100,000.
It would be interesting to know
how much a contracted-out
footpath and bridge would
have cost, maybe in the region
of £250,000?

The newly restored permissive path
alongside the river has not been open to the
general public for close on 100 years.
It will run from opposite the Baylham Rare
Breeds Farm, across the newly restored
footbridge connecting up to the current
footpath near the railway line.
The path follows the route of the old tow
path lost some 100 years ago. The path will
be a natural grass path, but levelled out to
enable suitably robust wheelchairs,
mobility scooters and push chair buggies
access. The path will provide greater access
to local wildlife, including birds, water fowl
and even bats, water voles and otters.

The old, probably original 1793, wooden footbridge platform was last seen at the bottom of the river in 1942.
Since then this tow path route has been closed with the Gipping Way route being diverted alongside the railway
line some 500m away from the river with no views of the river. The Trust restored the 230 year old bridge brick
abutments and purchased a new wooden footbridge in a kit of parts with volunteers assembling it on site.

Volunteers busy selecting, cleaning and stacking old used dumped bricks at
Baylham, believed to have been dumped here around 50 years ago. The
nicely stacked pile of cleaned bricks on the right have been sorted and
cleaned (old mortar removed with a bolster chisel and hammer). There are
around 2,000 bricks in this stacked pile. 10,000 were used within the wire
framed gabions!

The brick cleaning station…. And a well deserved break

Restoring Navigation
The Trust aims to restore limited navigation along the Gipping, and have
decided to concentrate efforts on the 2 ½ mile stretch between Baylham
and Needham Market, but this will only be implemented if Biodiversity
enhancements can be achieved upon navigational restoration.
Without the essential biodiversity expertise, the Trust has engaged a
specialist Waterway Restoration company (Moss Naylor Young) to carry
out a detailed Ecological Scoping Study along this stretch of the
water. Work has already started, with the ecologist visiting us on the
20 April. They examined the river as it was on the day, then will analyse
how it will look if navigation could be restored with a more consistent
water depth, lock gates at Pipps Ford and Creeting and the shallowest
parts of the river desilted with the resulting reduction in reeds and
vegetation along the centre of the river.

Moss Naylor Young specialise in
working on projects related to inland
waterways, especially the regeneration
of the waterway itself or the area and
community around it.
They offer industry leading advice on
waterway heritage and have been
retained by the Heritage Lottery Fund to
advise on projects for them.
In addition they offer a bespoke service
for canal trusts and similar groups to
make the most of limited funds in
advancing their cause, working with
their volunteers and staff to provide
technical expertise and professional
input where it can be most effective.

Moss Naylor Young will advise us on the next steps we will need to take
towards navigational restoration. This hopefully will be a full feasibility https://mossnayloryoung.com/heritage/
study, taking into account the economic and environmental benefits,
community, social and educational benefits, any flood risks, scope of work required and the estimated costs to
complete the work. The cost of the full feasibility study (estimated at around £25,000) will, hopefully be funded
by an English Herritage Lottery Grant, assisted by Moss Naylor Young.
The Canal and River Trust state that: “By creating deeper, clearer freshwater channels, plants can flourish and
create healthy habitats for fish, insects and small mammals. Biodiversity is greatly improved, and the deeper
channels actually inhibit the growth of weeds in the main channel resulting in better water flows throughout
the canal.”

Possible Heritage Funding for Restoration Work
With Moss Naylor Young being mentors for the Heritage Lottery Fund, and with the Navigation being almost
certainly John Rennie’s first ever canal project with probably his oldest remaining locks and bridges in the
country, completed in 1793, the Trust is hopeful that restoration of limited navigation is a realistic and
achievable ambition within the next few years, and will be publishing a book describing the history of the
navigation, its demise and on going restoration work.

History Book
The Trust's new history book is with
the publisher (Tuddenham Press) for
printing and will be available to purchase
very soon.
The book explains the history of the
Navigation and the involvement of the
leading engineer, John Rennie. This
history of the river is a fascinating
background to the work of the Trust and
our future aims. By publishing the book
we will increase public awareness of
the river, expand our membership
and provide additional back-ground
support to future grant applications.
The Trust has received generous donations from: The Ipswich Maritime Trust, The Ipswich Society and
Ipswich Institute Reading Room and Library towards publishing 500 copies of the book, which will
be sold in appropriate gift and book shops. We will let you know when the book is available and how you
can obtain a copy.

Restoring the original line of the tow path alongside the river
With the upcoming completion of the permissive path at Baylham, a major stretch of the original tow path
route adjacent to the river will have been restored. But there are still many areas where the path deviates
away from the river and where walkers loose sight of the river. Originally the tow path hugged the
navigation all the way from Ipswich to Stowmarket, without any trees or vegetation between it and the
waterway. It had to be like this in order for the horses to pull the barges along without obstructions.
Some of these areas away from the river are, realistically, beyond the Trust’s means of being able to be
restored to their original line, but many are within the Trust’s capabilities and could be restored to their
original position, adjacent to the river.

Many parts of the current footpath have nettle and weed
growth between the path and the river, which in the
height of summer grow above head height, blocking
views and making sections of the path impassable, and
thus reducing the walking experience of a riverside walk.
Keeping the path adjacent to the river will also
dramatically reduce the growth of Himalayan Balsam and
the known bankside erosion it causes. It has been
established that constant cutting and mowing areas of
Himalayan Balsam can completely eradicate the invasive plant after a two year period.
The photos above, taken just above Needham lock and Alder Carr Farm, are a good example of nettle and
weed growth between the path and river. At various locations this can be just a few feet wide, but often 20
feet or more. Cutting areas like this once per month, every month will almost totally eradicate the Himalayan
Balsam between path and river, which is where it does most damage. Likely the newly mown area will become
the natural footpath, and the tow path route will be restored back to where it originally was. Hopefully next
year, after the Footbridge work is complete, volunteers can start on some of this restoration work.

Himalayan Balsam Removal
Himalayan Balsam is an invasive problem for
extensive areas of the UK’s waterways. The Trust
intends to remove as much Balsam as possible, and
has done so each year at the appropriate time
when it is in full growth and before it spreads its
seeds. Now is the time to remove it (June to
August).
This is not an easy task given that most of the
Balsam grows at the junction of river and bank
often making it difficult to access.

Himalayan Balsam is an attractive, non-native invasive terrestrial plant species. Since it was introduced, it has
spread to most parts of the UK. The species is particularly frequent along the banks of watercourses, where it
often forms continuous stands.
Himalayan Balsam is one of the tallest
annual species of plant that completes its
life cycle in one year and due to its rapid
growth, it shades out most of our native
species. Individual plants reach 2m in
height, have translucent fleshy stems,
pink-purple slipper-shaped flowers and
large oval pointed leaves with obvious
teeth around their edges. Each tooth
carries a small globular ‘gland’ and
produces large numbers of flowers which
are followed by ‘seed pods’ about 25mm
long. When mature and dry, the fruits
split open explosively if touched, flinging
the seeds a considerable distance from
the parent plant. Each plant produces
about 2,500 seeds which fall to the
ground, and with several parent plants
close together, seeds can occur at a
density of between 5000-6000 seeds per square metre. The seeds float, making watercourses a prime route
for dispersal of the species. Seeds can also begin to germinate in water on their way to new sites.
Himalayan Balsam is an annual, and it dies back in the winter, leaving bare spaces that would normally be
inhabited by native grasses. This leaves the river banks vulnerable to serious erosion. It is also a vigorous
producer of nectar, which draws pollinators away from native plants, putting their pollination and
reproduction in jeopardy.
Next time you take a walk along the river, look out for them. The most effective method of
controlling Himalayan Balsam is cutting and hand pulling. When pulled they can be left at the side of the
footpath to die, preferably bent in half or quarters and stamped on.

Continuing Pipps Ford Lock Restoration
The final part of the Pipps Ford lock restoration work, leaving it ready for lock gate installation, is the
installation of stop planks. To do this the lock must be pumped dry, which can only be achieved by damming
off the river in front and behind the lock. Over the past few years we have had numerous attempts at damming
off the river, but all have failed. We do have a plan to carry out this work, but it involves an expenditure of
around £10,000 with the main expense of £6,000 for a professional temporary dam builder in to erect the
dam. The work will take around two weeks, and we are hoping to do this next year (2023).
As well as completing the restoration, the addition of stop planks will enable a temporary facility of
providing and maintaining an appropriate river level depth between Pipps Ford and Creeting lock until
permanent lock gates can be installed. In 2020 an IWA survey found many areas of the river had just 200mm
depth. Trust volunteers have seen even lower levels during dry spells in summer and can often walk
through the river in wellington boots. A recent EA survey of the river found that low water levels were
associated with reduced levels of fish.
Installing stop planks at the front of the lock will greatly improve the low summer river level depth, allowing
larger fish to survive. The newly created by-wash around Pipps Ford lock will avoid any risk of flooding due
to the new stop planks.

Fund Raising
We would like to say a big thank you to all of you who
have financially supported the work of our
volunteers. Some of the Trust's approaches to future
fund raising are described below. How much work
the Trust does is very much dependent on funds
raised, whether it’s towards the tow path restoration
or canal restoration or improving Biodiversity along
the river.

Scrap Metal Collection
The Trust’s scrap metal collection at Baylham
continues to prove very popular and very helpful
towards the Trust running costs. The Trust welcomes
all scrap metal and batteries from members, but wish
to remind contributors that it is only for metal, not
plastics, glass etc. On occasions the Trust has had to
pay to dispose of material left (tyres etc.).

Give as you Live
Give as you Live Online is the easy way to shop and
raise money for The River Gipping Trust. It’s very easy
and your purchase will not cost any more. Any
purchase made will automatically generate a
donation for the Trust. Online shopping examples
include Argos, John Lewis, Marks and Spencer, Ebay,
Amazon, Screwfix, Tesco, most travel agents and
hundreds more. Just Click on the Give as you Live
Donate link https://rivergippingtrust.org.uk/give-as-you-live on
our website.

Facebook Group

The Trust’s Facebook group
continues to grow. There are now over 300 group
members. It is normally updated every week or two with photos of recent volunteer work and details of the
the occasional topical Gipping and other canal and river related news. It would be great to see members give
us a like below the posts you enjoyed. Having many Facebook likes is a way we can prove support to potential
funders, which they invariably ask for…. The more likes we receive, the greater our chances of receiving
funding grants.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/193390181261241/

Instagram We are also on Instagram with over 150 followers
https://www.instagram.com/invites/contact/?i=1qszyxpijl44v&utm_content=7e7krm4

Twitter Also on Twitter https://twitter.com/@gippingtrust
Website

https://rivergippingtrust.org.uk

Ian Petchey
Volunteer Restoration Manager
Restoration@rivergippingtrust.org.uk
We plan to publish a restoration news-sheet to members twice per year.
Ian Petchey, Restoration Manager and
Restoration News-Sheet editor

